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ou probably know that there is a new supernova in M81. For the record, its name is
SN1993J, and while no where near as dramatic as the
supernova in the tarantula nebula (SN1987A), at least we
can see it! Scientifically, this may prove to be a very important event because this supernova changed from one
type to another. Initially it had the strong hydrogen emission lines typical of type II events. When supergiant stars
explode (type II supernovas) they have a rich hydrogen
layer left on them, thus the emission lines. In contrast,
when white dwarfs explode, Type IB events, they show a
helium spectrum
because
these
stars have lost
their hydrogen.
Well, 1993J first
showed hydrogen
lines and latter
showed stronger
helium lines. Stan
Woosley of UC
Santa Cruz thinks
this means the
star had a companion that ate
most but not all
its
hydrogen.
When 1993J exploded, there was
some hydrogen left to make emission lines, but as that
has thinned, we are rapidly seeing a more type IB-like
behavior. If he is right, when the light from the supernova dims, the companion star should be left. This theory
also explains the fact there were two brightness maximums. One was from the heated hydrogen, the other
from the decay of radioactive elements in the IB remnant.
The UCSC team think they have identified the
progenitor star: it is a red giant. If that is correct it should
have a type II spectrum as observed. In contrast,
SN1981A was a blue supergiant. That means the new
supernova should be cooling slower, and indeed it does

seem to be cooling slower than SN1987A did. While all
this science would not be possible without the big telescopes and orbiting observatories, it is still gratifying
that the first person to spot SN1993J was an amateur
astronomer!
Back in our galaxy, brown dwarfs may have finally been spotted. Brown dwarfs are somewhere between
a big gas planet (like Jupiter) and a star 12 times smaller
than the Sun. In this size range, the "star" cannot ignite
because its not hot enough, but it will radiate a lot of infrared radiation from its gravitational collapse. At least
two "stars" with
only 0.04 solar
masses of matter
have been found
in the Pleiades,
along with 20
other
possible
dwarf
sisters.
The Pleiades is a
relatively close
and young star
forming region,
so it's a logical
place to look.
Brown
dwarfs
should
form
where there is
lots of gas and
good star forming conditions, but not quite enough material in the general vicinity to form a true star. Stellar
nurseries like the Pleiades are a perfect place for brown
dwarfs to form, especially after much of the available
material is already incorporated into true stars.
For years there have been reports of brown
dwarf sightings, all of which were discredited. However,
given 22 candidates and two of very low mass, the chances are pretty good that brown dwarfs have finally been
seen. As the discoverer, Richard Jameson (from England)
says "we know the Sun exists and the Earth exists. It's
ludicrous to propose that there's nothing in between."
(Continued on page 4)
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NASA SpaceLink

Mission Status
April 1993

Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory
The first delivery of public Energetic Gamma-Ray Experiment Telescope (EGRET) data into the archive has been
made. This data comprises photon lists, exposure histories
and maps from the verification period through July 26, 1991.
As of March 25, the mean orbital altitude was 233.11 statute
miles (359.06 kilometers). Planning and rehearsal simulations for the orbit reboost operations continue. The series of
daily orbit reboost burns are planned to begin June 15 and
continue for about two weeks.
Cosmic Background Explorer
COBE continues to acquire all science and engineering
data without any major problems or operational errors. The
COBE Operations team is still attempting to firm up contingency plans in the event of a gyro failure during the upcoming eclipse season, which occurs from May through July.
Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer
Observations of the planet Jupiter and the stars DELTACEN and HD-131156 were planned for the first week in
April, followed by a short observation of the moon. The next
sky map "gap filling" period is scheduled for April 19through
25.
Galileo
The spacecraft is now en route to Jupiter, scheduled to
go into orbit there on December 7, 1995. Spacecraft performance and condition are excellent except that the high-gain
antenna is only partly deployed; science and engineering
data are being transmitted via the low-gain antenna. The
Project is now planning to use the low-gain antenna for the
Jupiter mission and the August 1993 encounter with asteroid Ida. Galileo was launched October 18, 1989, by Space
Shuttle Atlantis and an IUS, and flew by Venus in 1990and
Earth in 1990 and 1992for earlier gravity assists and asteroid Gaspra in October 1991 for scientific observation.
Hubble Space Telescope
On Wednesday, March 24, the HST spacecraft entered
Software Sun Point Safe Mode. The preliminary indication
was that the solar array electronics had sensed an erroneous
position for a solar array and transmitted this information to
the onboard computer, which in turn responded by safing
the spacecraft systems. This initial level of safing suspends
science operations but retains all vehicle control through the
operations flight computer (DF-224). Initial analysis of the
telemetry indicated that the safing had been caused by a
miscompare between the actual position of the solar arrays
and the position indicated by the Solar Array Drive Electronics (SADE) resolver. The most likely cause is believed to be
either a failure in the DC power supply or the resolver electronics. The SADE are fully redundant and operations have
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been switched to the correctly operating side two. Evaluation and analysis is continuing and science operations have
been resumed. The number of observations may be reduced
by about 20 percent for the next several weeks until flight
software safing modes can be modified. Once this is accomplished, normal science operations can resume. In the event
of a subsequent failure of side two (SADE 2), science observations could still continue by factoring power requirements
into the constraints during the planning and scheduling of
the observations.
Magellan
The Magellan spacecraft is continuing its survey of the
gravitational field of Venus, utilizing precise navigation of
the spacecraft in the near-Venus portion of its elliptical orbit, through May 15, 1993.The Project plans to begin maneuvers to circularize the orbit on May 25. Magellan was
launched May 4, 1989,aboard Space Shuttle Atlantis with an
IUS injection stage; it radar-mapped more than 98% of
Venus's surface from September 1990 to September 1992.
Mars Observer
Spacecraft health and performance are normal, and
Mars Observer is on its planned trajectory leading to Mars
orbit insertion August 24, 1993, with the mapping orbit attained November 8 and science operations planned to start
November 22. The Joint Gravitational Wave Experiment, in
which Mars Observer was joined by Ulysses and Galileo,
completed data gathering April 12, and data analysis has
begun. Mars Observer was launched aboard a Titan III / IDS
vehicle on September 25, 1992.
Topex/Poseidon
The satellite is healthy, and all scientific instruments are
performing normally, typically providing three playbacks
per day. The mission is to map ocean circulation. TOPEX /
Poseidon was launched August 10, 1992,aboard Ariane 52.
Ulysses
The spacecraft is in a highly inclined solar orbit, now
almost 30 degrees south (relative to the Sun's equator), in
transit from its Jupiter gravity assist in February 1992 toward its solar polar passages (about 80 degrees south and
north) in 1994 and 1995. Ulysses spacecraft condition and
performance are excellent. and cruise science data-gathering
continues. The Ulysses spacecraft was built by the European
Space Agency and launched October 6, 1990 aboard Space
Shuttle Discovery, with IUS and PAM-S stages.
Voyager 1and 2
The two Voyager spacecraft continue their interstellar
mission with fields-and-particles data acquisition. Voyager
1, launched September 5, 1977, is currently 7.8 billion kilometers (4.8 billion miles) from the Sun. receding at
17.6kenper second, after flying by Jupiter and Saturn in
1979 and 1980; Voyager2, launched August 20, 1977, to fly
by Jupiter (1979), Saturn (1981), Uranus (1986), and Neptune (1989), is now 5.97 billion kilometers (3.7 billion
miles) from the Sun.
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Hubble Telescope Servicing
Mission Scheduled for Eleven Days
By Ed Campion, Headquarters, Washington,
D.C. and Kyle Herring, Johnson Space
Center, Houston
April 23, 1993 — The December flight of Endeavour on
Space Shuttle mission STS-61 to service the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) has been scheduled as an 11 day mission
designed to accommodate a record five spacewalks with the
capability for an additional two, if needed.
The decision to schedule five extravehicular activities,
or EVAs, was reached following extensive evaluations of underwater training, maneuver times required using the Shuttle's robot arm based on software simulations and actual
EVA tasks on previous missions.
"Basically what we've done by going to five EVAs rather
than three is to repackage our margin so that we have the
capability to respond to the dynamics, or unknowns, of
spacewalks," Mission Director Randy Brinkley said. "It improves the probabilities for mission success while providing
added flexibility and adaptability for reacting to real-time
situations."
In laying out the specific tasks to be completed on each
of the spacewalks, officials have determined that changing
out the gyros, solar arrays and the Wide Field / Planetary
Camera (WF/pc) and installing the Corrective Optics Space
Telescope Axial Replacement (COSTAR) are priority objectives during the mission.
"When we looked at accomplishing all of the tasks, highest through lowest priority, and recognizing that the major
tasks gyros, solar arrays, WF/PC and COSTAR - would consume most of the time set aside for each spacewalk, five
EVAs were deemed appropriate," said Milt Heflin, Lead
Flight Director for the mission.
While the five spacewalks will be unprecedented, the
use of two alternating spacewalk teams will alleviate placing
more stress on the crew than previous missions requiring
two, three or four EVAs.
"We have paid close attention to lessons learned during
previous spacewalks and factored these into our timeline
estimates for five EVAs," Heflin said. "In planning for all
Space Shuttle missions, it is necessary to formulate a work
schedule that represents as realistic a timeline as possible to
accomplish the mission objectives."
Planning currently calls for at least five water tank training sessions that include support from the Mission Control
Center, called joint integrated simulations, lasting between
10 and 36 hours. In addition, many stand alone underwater
training "runs" will practice individual tasks in each spacewalk.
Various refinements to the specific tasks on each spacewalk will be made based on actual training experience during the months prior to the mission. Also, lessons learned
from other spacewalks leading up to the flight will be valuable in assisting the STS-61 crew in its training techniques.
Endeavour's June flight and Discovery's July mission
both will include spacewalks to evaluate some of the unique
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Journal…

(Continued from page 1)

Maybe we finally have proof that something else exists.
The US military may get back in the Moon launch
game with NASA playing along. Next January, the Clementine project will launch a satellite into elliptical orbit
around the Moon. It will map the Moon in ultraviolet
radiation from as low as 400km! After two months we
will have a map of lunar rock types (from interpretation
of the UV data) for most or all of the Moon. Right now
that information exists for only some areas. The satellite
will then fly off to visit an asteroid named 1620 Geographos. This part allows the SDI people to practice tracking a moving target while the NASA people get to study
the shape and surface of the asteroid.
Ever wonder what it would be like to see an asteroid? Well, you can actually do it! A class of meteorites
called eucrites come from the Asteroid Vesta. Vesta is
big, the third largest of the asteroids (Can you name the
two larger ones?) and you can spot it with an amateur
telescope. Vesta has a group of related "offspring" sharing the same orbit. For some time it has been suspected
they came from Vesta when other asteroids hit it These
big rocks hit at average closing speeds of 12,000 mph.
They break off bits of Vesta. Spectra of the light reflecting off the pieces. off Vesta, and off eucrites show they
are all the same. The question is how did the eucrites get
here? Even after being hit at 12,000 miles per hour,
pieces of Vesta big enough to survive the trip through
our atmosphere could not escape from Vesta. The answer seems to be that Jupiter helped. The velocity of
some of the fragments — those that orbit the Sun three
times for every one orbit of Jupiter — get a boost by
repeated tugs and pushes from the gas giant In the end,
these pieces escaped from Vesta's orbit and eventually
found us. That means you can touch an asteroid.
Finally, one closing thought. A group from NASA
Ames laboratories has determined that there are diamonds in molecular clouds! They are only dust, but they
are there. So when people talk about diamonds in the
sky, they are closer to the truth than they may know.
And with that I wish you...
...Clear Skies


tools to be used on the HST mission. The evaluations will
help in better understanding the differences between the
actual weightlessness of space and the ground training in
the water tanks at the Johnson Space Center, Houston, and
the Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama.
Also, the inflight spacewalking experiences will assist
in gaining further insight into the time required for the
various tasks and expand the experience levels among the
astronaut corps, the flight controllers and trainers.
Designed to be serviced by a Space Shuttle crew, Hubble was built with grapple fixtures and handholds to assist
in the capture and repair procedures.
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Scientists Reveal Nature of
Exploding, Red Supergiant Star
April 6, 1993 — NASA scientists have direct evidence that
red supergiants — the largest stars known — end their existence in massive explosions known as supernovae. Until this
week, astronomers could only speculate that these explosions
represented the death of such stars.
"It's a very exciting result and a tremendous advance for
stellar astronomy," said Dr. George Sonneborn, of NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland.
"This substantiates decades of work in stellar structure
theory," said Sonneborn, a research scientist for NASA's International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) satellite, which obtained the
new evidence through observations of a new supernova on
March 30. "It has long been suspected that red supergiants explode to become supernovae. Now we have firsthand evidence
of that."
"This clearly is the second most important supernova of the
century, "said Sonneborn. "It's of major significance."
The Type II supernova took place about 12 million
lightyears from Earth in a galaxy known as M81 in the Ursa Major or Big Bear constellation. It has been designated SN
1993Jbecause it was the tenth supernova discovered this year.
IUE's Fast Response Was Critical
The supernova's nearness and the quickness with which
IDE was able to observe it were critical factors that enabled
scientists to verify an aspect of stellar evolution theory.
A supergiant is massive — about the diameter of the solar
system out to the planet Jupiter. Stellar evolution theory long
has taught that red super-giants can explode to become supernovae. But in the only previous case in which astronomers definitively determined the type of star that produced a supernova explosion, it turned out to be a smaller and hotter blue supergiant. That supernova occurred in 1987, 160,000 light-years
away and also was observed by IDE. The difference between
red and blue super-giants is that the blue variety are believed to
have evolved from red super-giants after shedding much of
their extended atmosphere. Thus, blue super-giants are smaller
than red super-giants. The satellite's observations of the supernova revealed that the exploding star is surrounded by a thick
shell of slowly expanding gas. Heated to very high temperatures
by the enormous energy released in the stellar explosion, the
ultraviolet emissions from this glowing gas were detected by
IUE.
A red supergiant loses large amounts of material through a
slowly moving wind flowing outward from the star. The presence of this glowing gas in the first observations of the supernova means that it must be close to the explosion and that the star
must have been in a red supergiant phase shortly before its
demise.

In a Type II supernova explosion, the central core of the
supergiant star collapses after the star uses up its nuclear fuel.
This central implosion sets off an explosion of the outer layers
of the star, leaving behind a small, incredibly dense remnant
body called a neutron star or possibly a black hole. A black
hole derives its name from the theory that its gravity is so
powerful not even light can escape it.
"A supernova is the most cataclysmic event in the universe," said Goddard's Dr. Yoji Kondo, IUE Project Scientist.
"The light it produces for a few weeks is roughly equivalent to
the brightness of the whole Milky Way galaxy, which contains
a few hundred billion stars."
Explosions of these huge stars are not uncommon, but
rarely are they observed so close by, Kondo added. "On a cosmic scale, it's practically a next-door neighbor," he said, of SN
1993J which IUE observed after it was first spotted by amateur astronomers in Spain.
Prior to the 1987 blue supergiant explosion, the most
recent nearby supernova that could be seen without a telescope took place in 1604 and was observed by Johannes Kepler, one of the great German astronomers.
Unlike the 1604 and 1987 supernovae, however, the one
viewed March 30 was not close enough to be visible to the
naked eye. Its brightness was of 9.2 magnitude. A brightness
of at least the sixth magnitude would have been necessary for
the March 30 supernova to be seen without using a telescope.
Learning From SN 1993J
Kondo and Sonneborn said much stands to be learned
from the March 30 supernova. Because it is so close and because IUE observed it so quickly, scientists will obtain data
about the explosion that they otherwise would not have gotten.
"Well learn things about supernovae that we never could
have until now," said Sonneborn.
For instance, astronomers for the first time anticipate
studying the stellar wind - the outflowing of energy - from this
type of star in a fashion not possible before. That's because the
light from the supernova illuminated the red supergiant's stellar wind in a way that scientists can see it, Sonneborn said.
"The stellar wind will tell us about the late stages of the
star's life prior to the explosion," Sonneborn said. "This also is
a rare opportunity to study the tenuous gases in the far reaches of the Milky Way galaxy and in the M81 galaxy by observing
the absorption caused by such gases upon the spectrum of this
bright supernova." NASA's International Ultraviolet Explorer
was launched into modified synchronous Earth orbit in January 1978 by a Delta rocket from Cape Canaveral, Florida, in
cooperation with the European Space Agency (ESA) and the
British Science and Engineering Research Council. It is managed by Goddard Space Flight Center for the Office of Space
Science at NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C. Goddard
shares operational control of the satellite with the ESA in Villafranca, Spain.
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NASA Satellite Data Shake
Theories on Gamma-Ray Bursts
By Paula Cleggett-Haleim, Headquarters,
Washington, D.C.; Michael Finneran,
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Maryland and Jim Sahli, Marshall Space
Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama
April 22, 1993 — New findings from a NASA satellite
indicate that powerful gamma-ray bursts, one of the great
mysteries of astronomy, may be more energetic than previously thought and appear to originate far beyond the Milky
Way galaxy.
The new data from the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory raise the possibility that the bursts of high energy radiation may be caused by unknown objects or phenomena
in the universe, scientists said at a press conference today
at NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C.
"These results eliminate some theoretical models entirely and produce severe constraints on other possible
theories" about the source of the gamma-ray bursts, said
Dr. Carl E. Fichtel of NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Maryland. He is the co-principal investigator for
one of the satellite's instruments, the Energetic Gamma
Ray Experiment Telescope (EGRET).
The critical new data include observations of the highest energy gamma-rays ever recorded in a burst.
A two-year mapping survey by another satellite instrument, the Burst and Transient Source Experiment (BATSE),
show that the bursts are evenly distributed in space.
BATSE has seen an average of one gamma-ray burst a day
since the observatory was launched on April 5, 1991. As of
March 23, 1993, 591 bursts have been recorded.
The pattern of the bursts on the sky has shown them to
be distributed like no other known objects in the Milky
Way, indicating that they may originate outside the galaxy,
said Dr. Chryssa Kouveliotou, a BATSE team member who
works for Universities Space Research Association, a contractor at NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville,
Alabama.
Super Bowl Burst
An important clue to the puzzle was obtained on January 31, 1993,when EGRET recorded a gamma-ray burst
that was 10 times higher in energy than any previously
observed since the launch of Compton. The burst - dubbed
the "Super Bowl Burst" because it was seen on Super Bowl
Sunday - was more than 100 times brighter at its peak than
the brightest steady source of gamma rays in the Milky
Way galaxy and more than 1,000 times brighter than any
other known sources outside the Milky Way.
Aside from its extreme brightness, this event is similar

Available
Back issues of Astronomy magazine. Contact Bob
Halsall at (313) 781-6784 for which issues are available and their cost.
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in most other respects to the other bursts recorded by
Compton and earlier satellites. Because bursts this bright
are relatively rare and the EGRET experiment views only a
small portion of the sky at a particular time, astronomers
were incredibly lucky to have this event occur when
EGRET was pointed in that general direction. The nature of
the burst indicates that many more may be occurring than
scientists detect.
'The EGRET observation of the highest-energy gamma
rays suggests they may be emitted in a small beam, like a
spotlight, to escape the source," said Dr. Brenda Dingus, an
EGRET team member who works for Universities Space
Research Association at Goddard. "However, to observe
such a small beam, it must be pointed at us. So there may
be many more objects emitting gamma-ray bursts that we
do not see because their beams point elsewhere."
Both the BATSE and EGRET results undercut the two
most widely accepted models that attempted to explain
gamma-ray bursts prior to Compton's launch.
One model says the bursts are energy releases from
neutron stars and are confined to the Milky Way galaxy and
a region, or "halo," surrounding it. A neutron star is the
small, extremely dense remnant core of a star that has exploded in a supernova. Since the Earth is in the outer suburbs of the Milky Way,more bursts should be seen toward
the more densely populated center of the galaxy than elsewhere, according to this model.
"But that hasn't turned out to be the case. Gamma-ray
bursts do not seem to cluster in a preferred region of the
sky," said Kouveliotou. "These bursts are emitted from all
directions and vary greatly in intensity and time structure."
Colliding Black Holes
Another model suggests that gamma-ray bursts emanate from the distant reaches of the universe, possibly the
result of stars exploding or neutron stars or black holes
colliding. Black holes are believed to be stars that have collapsed to such high density that light cannot escape their
resulting super-gravity. Many of these models predict that
the gamma rays are the thermal energy from the hot, glowing body produced in these explosions or collisions. But the
gamma rays seen by EGRET from the Super Bowl Burst are
not of the thermal type.
'This begs the question - If these collisions or explosions are not the source of gamma-ray bursts, what are?
We don't know yet," said Marshall's Dr. Gerald Fishman,
the BATSE Principal Investigator. "It is possible that some
new object or phenomenon is producing these bursts."
Fishman said the Compton data will be studied by scientists from around the world who are seeking to unravel
the puzzle of gamma-ray bursts.
"It's difficult to say exactly where this new information
will lead," said Fishman. "but it's probably safe to assume
that we'll have to rewrite the textbook on gamma-ray
bursts."
The Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory is managed by
Goddard Space Flight Center for the Office of Space Science
at NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C. BATSE was developed by Marshall Space Flight Center. EGRET was developed by Goddard.
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At the Telescope

Deep-Sky Objects
The term deep-sky object refers to a broad range of
relatively dim and diffuse objects in the night sky. Deepsky objects include all varieties of galaxies, bright and
dark gas clouds, globular star clusters and open star clusters - virtually any distant, blurry blob of faint light in the
sky. Once regarded as nuisances that impeded the then
far more important discovery of new comets, these objects are in fact some of the most distant, beautiful and
challenging objects to observe.
To be seen, deep-sky objects require dark skies and
high transparency, preferably on a night near a New
Moon. Some objects are within the light-grasp of binoculars, but most require a larger aperture - at least sixinches - before significant detail becomes apparent. A
useful technique for observing deepsky objects is averted
vision: looking directly at a dark section of sky while observing the object from the side of your eye.
Use these charts to find some deep-sky objects. At
right is a detailed chart showing enough stars to "starhop" to the objects. Inset is a low-scale chart showing the
general region of sky. Happy viewing
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Warren Astronomical Society Calendar 1993
Sunday Afternoons

Thursday
Thursday
Thursday

Wednesday

8

June 25-26

8:30 p.m.

July 1
July 15
July 22
July 23-24

7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

August 11-15
August 25

Solar Group at Ed Cressman's house when the weather is
clear.
Open House at the 24-inch observatory of MSU, E. Lansing.
For further information, contact Kim Dyer.
General meeting at Cranbrook Institute of Science.
Business Meeting at Macomb Community College.
Computer Group meeting at Gary Gathen's house.
Open House at the 24-inch observatory of MSU, E. Lansing.
For further information, contact Kim Dyer.
Perseid Meteor Shower Star Party at Port Crescent.
Lecture at Riverbend Park. Please help! See Jeff Bondono.
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